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Select Gols – where the unusual is usual.
Select GOLS. If names could speak this one would tell a story about 8 ambitious wineries from Gols wanting nothing but the best : Gols. Only that would be quite boring, so rather than listen to stories, we suggest you carry on reading. Because behind this cooperative there are 10 eternally young winemakers from
Gols. Every single one of them have a national and international reputation in the wine scene: Georg and
Horst Schmelzer, Andreas Nittnaus, Günter Horvath, Reinhard Bruckner, Helmut Preisinger, Georg Preisinger, Siegfried Gsellmann as well as Hans and Andreas Weiss.
A group of men who don’t believe in sitting around. Nightowls would be a more accurate description. These
gentlemen could even be called eccentric. Just ask around in Gols.
These guys have known one another for eons. More importantly they know they can work together. And that’s
why when the work is over you’ll find them drinking, chatting and proudly presenting their wine. It was during
one of these philosophical conversations that an idea was born: to raise the red wine in Gols to new heights of
greatness.
Select GOLS. The right choice can be so simple so long as you clearly define your goals. . Roots and vision,
tradition and forward thinking. Play by the book and mix in the unconventional. Independence and synergy,
character and a hint of funky. Never lose sight of your vision - to raise the unique red wine from Gols to new
levels of greatness. With these guidelines in mind, our goal is to create a new regional type of wine: the
GOLS.

Enjoyment Pure - GOLS
Drink and taste GOLS. Our concept is that simple. That’s why we only use grapes which originate from
village vines and belong to the four traditional wine sorts – Zweigelt, pinot noir, St. Laurent and Burgundy.
That’s something our 10 wine-o-holics won’t joke about.
Each of the Select Gols winemakers composes his own individual cuvee. Using his own personal style to vary
the GOLS theme. And yet in each of our wines you will still find that deep rooted essence that signifies a wine
from Gols. Original, independent, unique. Pure taste from the first sip. That’s why we at Select Gols don’t
need to resort to imaginative names. What you find is the glass is quite simply - GOLS
Likewise unique is the innovative price system with similar prices. The price you pay for each individual wine
is nearly identical. That’s what we call a good price.

All for Eight and Eight for All.
This is the type of group dynamics we like to see. Each of our Select GOLS winemakers is happy to offer his
individual interpretation of the GOLS philosophy. That’s reason enough for wine connoisseurs to jump for joy
– eight times. That’s not a surprise when you consider the four times two exponential joy. According to Adam
Riese there will soon be eight GOLS variations to taste and evaluate. Available separately or in a decorative
wooden box containing the entire GOLS palette.
Two years after we’ve harvested, GOLS is ready for your enjoyment. You can either drink it straight away or let
it mature. Harmonious, fruity, light on the tongue, powerful. Nothing but the best. Well done gentlemen!
Now it’s your turn.
A little mathematical problem: It’s understandable if you’ve been wondering why on earth we keep speaking
about 8 ambitious wineries and ten men. Here’s the solution – 8 ambitious wineries = 10 winemakers – 2
pairs of brothers.
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My Kind of Wine - GOLS
Gols is the home of good wine and that in the literal sense of the word. It’s easy to find if you know the right
co-ordinates: 47° 53‘ 52“ N, 16° 54‘ 32“ E. In any case the place is always worth a visit although you might
have a problem leaving again.
There’s no lack of inspiration and that may be due to the landscape. Here’s the Parndorf flatland. The heathlands are next door and there’s Lake Neusiedl. The climate is favourable and welcoming. No wonder our grapes feel right at home. And the panorama is straight out of a picture book – vineyards as far as you can see.
Just a few facts for the statisticians amongst you. The town of Gols is 4,223 hectares large, approx. population of 3,500, approx. 2,500 wine connoisseurs, 2 churches, 1 tourist information office. And that just about
sums things up.

GOLS - You’re on the right path.
The fastest access to GOLS is only a click away. If you have any further questions about Select GOLS or one of
our wine compositions, ring us up or write an e-mail. We’re happy to help any time, any place.
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The Press – At Your Service
Our special service – the following summary is yours to use.
Select GOLS – This melodious name was chosen by a group of eight ambitious wineries. Choose GOLS – A
name with a story to tell. Not surprising when you consider the vision of Select GOLS - to raise the raise the
quality of the unique red wine from Gols to new heights of greatness.
In order to achieve our vision, Select Gols has created a new, independent and regional type of wine: the
GOLS. GOLS is a reflection of it origins. A taste of Gols. That’s why only traditional grapes from local vineyards are used: Zweigelt, Pinot Noir, St. Laurent and Burgundy.
Each winemaker in Select Gols makes his own individual wine composition. Each one a personal variation
on the GOLS theme. But the unique characteristics of all wines from Gols remains - a fact you can taste with
every sip. Harmonious, light on the tongue, fruity, powerful.
Just as unique as GOLS, so too is our innovative price system. For one and the same year, each of the Select
GOLS winemakers sells his wine for an almost identical price.
More information is available under www.selectgols.at
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